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Executive Summary
The parental-choice movement has secured a number of important victories in recent years. 
There are now 65 private-school-choice programs in the U.S., serving approximately 700,000 
students, including new universal education savings account programs in Arizona, Arkansas, Iowa, 
Utah, and West Virginia. Despite this progress, however, existing private-school-choice programs 
have, in some ways, fallen short of their transformational potential. The number of students 
served remains stagnant and below capacity in many states, faith-based (and especially Catholic) 
schools continue to close despite new eligibility for public funds, most funds are used to fill 
seats in existing schools and rather than driving the creation of new schools, and test-score 
improvements have been underwhelming.    

In order to realize all the benefits of parental-choice programs, advocates, policymakers, and 
participating schools have to pay more attention to implementation challenges, both when 
designing parental-choice policies and after new programs are enacted. This report discusses 
both categories of implementation challenges. The first category—challenges that result from 
policy design—includes features of many programs that make them difficult to implement, 
such as limits on the tax benefits available in scholarship tax-credit programs, low scholarship 
amounts, and eligibility restrictions. The second category—challenges that occur after programs 
are enacted—result from advocates’ and participating schools’ failure to take steps that would 
increase the likelihood of programmatic success, such as prioritizing academic improvement 
among program participants, better informing parents about the choices available to them, and 
encouraging the development of more and better schools and school networks. 
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Introduction
In July 2022, Arizona became the first state to embrace universal school choice when Governor 
Doug Ducey signed legislation expanding access to Arizona’s Empowerment Scholarship 
Account, the state’s version of an education savings account (ESA) program, to all K–12 students. 
Beginning on September 30, 2022, every child became eligible to receive approximately $7,000 
in public funds to spend on a wide array of educational expenses, including private-school 
tuition, “microschooling,” curricular materials for homeschooling, online courses, tutoring, 
textbooks, and educational therapies. In addition, Arizona has two programs that provide tax 
credits for donations to organizations funding private-school scholarships. It also offers students 
the option of enrolling in any public district school in the state (if space is available) or in one 
of more than 500 charter schools.1

A few days after the ESA expansion took effect in Arizona, West Virginia became the second state 
to achieve nearly universal school choice, after the state supreme court rejected a constitutional 
challenge to a similar ESA program that had been enacted in 2021 but was on hold because of 
litigation.2 Early in 2023, Arkansas, Iowa, and Utah followed suit, enacting universal education 
savings account programs.3 This year, several more states seem positioned to follow in adopting 
universal or expansive choice programs.4

School-choice advocates have won important victories in recent years. Thirty states, the District 
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico have one or more private-school-choice programs, which this 
year enable more than 700,000 children to attend a private school. Moreover, thanks in part 
to the backlash against public schools’ resistance to resuming in-person instruction during the 
Covid-19 pandemic, 2021 was the most successful year in private-school-choice history, with 
more than two dozen states enacting or expanding choice programs and several states, including 
Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin, opening participation in school voucher programs to a large 
proportion of K–12 students.5

The new programs in Arizona, Arkansas, Iowa, Utah, and West Virginia mark a significant 
moment in the history of the parental-choice movement for at least two reasons: first, in who 
is eligible for assistance—these are the first universal school-choice programs, available to 
every student in a state; and second, in how that assistance is provided—with education savings 
accounts, which, unlike most school-choice programs, offer students a more expansive suite of 
options that go beyond tuition assistance.6

These developments followed on the heels of the Supreme Court’s decision in Carson v. Makin, 
which made clear that while “a State need not subsidize private education … once a State 
decides to do so, it cannot disqualify some private schools solely because they are religious.”7 
The holding in Carson—that the First Amendment’s Free Exercise Clause prohibits states from 
excluding faith-based schools from private-school-choice programs—clears away major legal 
impediments to expanding the parental choice. Specifically, many state constitutions include 
provisions that purport to prohibit the public funding of “sectarian” schools (these provisions 
are often referred to as “Blaine Amendments”). New programs often have been challenged in 
state courts as running afoul of these provisions. While very few state courts have invalidated 
choice programs on state constitutional grounds,8 Carson makes it abundantly clear that in 
many, if not most, cases, they cannot rely on Blaine Amendments to do so.

Despite the promising momentum, on-the-ground, private-school-choice programs—once 
promoted as an education-reform panacea—arguably have fallen short of their transformational 
potential.9 Consider: (1) Private-school-choice programs still serve only about 1% of all K–12 
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students in the U.S. and approximately 15% of all private-school students—a number far below 
the enrollment in charter schools, which now serve 3.7 million students, or just over 7% of 
public-school students.10 (2) The number of students participating in many programs lags below 
capacity (and is even declining in some states). (3) Faith-based (and especially Catholic) schools 
continue to close in states with private-school choice (although perhaps at rates lower than they 
would without public funding).11 (4) In most states, private-school-choice funds typically are 
used to fill empty seats in existing schools, rather than incentivize the creation of new ones. 
(5) A number of studies suggest that participation in a school-choice program only marginally 
improves student performance on standardized tests, and a few studies link participation to 
short-term learning losses.12 Longer-term, noncognitive benefits appear to be substantial, but 
much more difficult to measure.13

These disappointing results may be partly the result of the failure of policymakers to attend to 
implementation challenges, both when designing private-school-choice policies and after new 
programs are enacted. This report discusses both categories of implementation challenges. First, 
some policies are designed in ways that make them difficult to successfully implement. While 
some of these limitations undoubtedly result from necessary political compromises (and others 
from unnecessary concessions), the growing momentum for private-school choice may enable 
legislators to avoid limiting new programs in ways that impede effective implementation and 
to remedy policy flaws in existing programs. Second, other implementation failures result from 
advocates’ and participating schools’ failure to take steps that would increase the likelihood of 
programmatic success, such as prioritizing academic improvement among program participants, 
better informing parents about the choices available to them, and encouraging the development 
of more and better schools and school networks.

This report focuses on private-school-choice programs—that is, programs that enable students 
to use public resources for private-school tuition. To the extent that education savings account 
(ESA) funds are used to enable participants to attend private schools, as they will be in many, 
if not most, cases, the report addresses implementation issues affecting ESAs. Other aspects 
of ESA implementation, including the use of public funds for purposes other than private-
school tuition, are beyond the scope of this report and will be addressed in a subsequent report. 
Furthermore, while well-funded universal ESA programs address some of the challenges examined 
in this report, they do not address them all. While the policy landscape is shifting rapidly, and 
more states undoubtedly will enact universal ESAs in the months and years to come—the vast 
majority of parental-choice programs are, and will continue to be, limited in scope and eligibility, 
necessitating continued attention to the issues addressed in this report critical to their success.

A Snapshot of Private-School Choice in 
the United States
It is first important to understand the variety of private-school-choice mechanisms because 
different mechanisms entail different implementation trade-offs.14 Private-school-choice programs 
in the U.S. fall into roughly three programmatic buckets: voucher programs, scholarship tax-
credit programs, and ESA programs. Voucher programs provide publicly funded scholarships 
for eligible students to attend private schools. These scholarships follow participating children 
to the school of their choice upon enrollment. Scholarship tax-credit programs provide credit 
against state tax liability for donations to private nonprofit organizations that fund private-
school scholarships. These organizations, which are given different names in different states, 
will be referred to as SGOs (“scholarship granting organizations”) throughout this report. ESA 
programs provide funds that can be used for a wide variety of educational expenses, including 
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private-school tuition, homeschooling, “microschooling,” tutoring, and educational therapies. 
Missouri has a hybrid program, which grants tax credits for donations to private organizations 
that, in turn, provide ESAs to qualified students. Kentucky had a similar program until it was 
invalidated in December 2022. Additionally, a handful of states provide tax deductions or tax 
credits to parents for their own children’s tuition. In two states, these individual tax-credit programs 
are “refundable,” meaning that parents can receive a tax benefit greater than their tax liability.

Thirty states currently have at least one private-school-choice program. As of the publication 
of this report, there are 64 private-school-choice programs in the U.S.—26 voucher programs, 
26 scholarship tax-credit programs, 12 ESA programs, and 2 programs that provide refundable 
tax credits for private-school tuition. Sixteen of these programs exclusively serve students with 
disabilities. Almost all the other programs restrict student eligibility in one or more ways.

Implementation Challenges Resulting 
from Policy Design
Implementation challenges that result from policy design can include: (1) caps on tax benefits 
provided by scholarship tax-credit programs, which hinder effective fund-raising; (2) modest 
scholarship amounts, which tend to result in funds being used to fill empty seats in existing 
schools rather than incentivizing school expansion or the creation of new schools; (3) complex 
eligibility requirements that make programs difficult for parents and schools to navigate; (4) lax 
accountability requirements; and, conversely, (5) regulatory conditions that deter some schools, 
including high-performing private schools, from participating. (I have discussed the last two 
challenges in detail elsewhere, and thus leave them mostly to the side here.)15

There are implementation trade-offs among private-school-choice mechanisms. Voucher programs 
are easy for parents and schools to navigate because they provide state-funded scholarships that 
are sent directly to schools when a participating child enrolls. They also provide, on average, 
larger scholarships than scholarship tax-credit programs. But voucher programs have been 
politically controversial—the term itself has become toxic in some circles. As a result, voucher 
programs have proved more difficult to enact than scholarship tax-credit programs. However, 
eligibility to participate in several of the largest voucher programs (Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin) 
has been expanded dramatically recently, suggesting that the political hurdles to large-scale 
voucher programs may be diminishing. Voucher programs also tend to impose more regulatory 
conditions on participating schools than scholarship tax-credit programs. There is evidence 
that some of these regulatory strings—including requirements in some programs that schools 
randomly select, and administer state achievement tests to, voucher recipients—deter some 
private schools from participating.16

Scholarship tax-credit programs, on the other hand, are more lightly regulated and have proved 
more politically palatable than vouchers, but they require private fund-raising. As a result, 
scholarship amounts in these programs tend to be lower than those provided by voucher programs.

ESA programs, on average, provide more funds to students than voucher or scholarship tax-
credit programs—while maximizing the ways in which these funds can be used. Obviously, they 
are gaining political momentum. However, ESAs, which require parents to keep track of and 
report eligible expenditures, as well as regulators to certify them, can be difficult for parents to 
navigate—and, unfortunately, they are more susceptible to fraud.
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Limits on the Tax Benefits Available in Scholarship Tax-Credit Programs

Roughly half of all private-school-choice programs in the U.S. are tax-credit-funded (including 
one ESA program). In contrast to voucher programs, in which government-funded scholarships 
follow recipients automatically to the school of their choice, scholarship tax-credit programs rely 
on private fund-raising to generate scholarship dollars. These programs offer state tax credits—
typically, from individual or corporate income taxes—for donations to private organizations 
that fund private-school scholarships (SGOs) or, in the case of the two ESAs, scholarships and 
other educational expenses.

The largest private-school-choice program in the country is Florida’s tax-credit scholarship 
program, which benefited more than 100,000 children—10% of all students who participated 
in private-school-choice programs in the U.S.—during the 2020–21 school year. There are good 
reasons for this program’s success, including the fact that the program provides a 100% state 
corporate income-tax credit for donations to SGOs, with no limits on the amount of credit 
that a corporation can receive until the total cap on donations is reached. This year, the cap is 
$873.5 million—significantly greater than in any other program—and the amount automatically 
increases by 25% in any year after 90% of the donation cap is reached. Scholarships in the 
program average about $7,000.17

All scholarship tax-credit programs cap the total amount of tax credits permitted in a year, with 
limits ranging from $1.5 million in Rhode Island to Florida’s $873.5 million. Many limit the total 
dollar value of the tax credit available to donors, with caps ranging from $150 (in Montana) to $1 
million (in Illinois). In many states, the value of the tax credit is less than that of the donation, 
with credits ranging from 50% to 100%. Several states provide a larger credit for donations over 
several years. Oklahoma provides a 50% credit for the first year and a 75% credit for subsequent 
donations, while Pennsylvania and Rhode Island provide a 75% credit for the first year and 90% 
thereafter. In addition, the IRS prohibits donors from “double-dipping” by claiming a federal 
tax deduction for donations to SGOs that qualify for state tax credits, although donors are 
permitted to claim deductions for the amount of the donation not eligible for state tax credits. 
These restrictions can be confusing for potential donors.18

By definition, caps on the total tax benefits available through scholarship tax-credit programs 
limit the amount of funds available for scholarships. The maximum amount that can be generated 
in Rhode Island is $1.5 million; in Kansas, $10 million; in Illinois, $100 million; and in Florida, 
$873.5 million. The same is true of restrictions on the tax benefit for donors, which makes fund-
raising more difficult. Obviously, individuals and corporations are more likely to donate to 
SGOs if they receive a 100% tax credit, as opposed to a 50% credit. Not surprisingly, donations 
generated by scholarship tax-credit programs sometimes fall short of annual statewide caps.

The easiest way to overcome these limitations, of course, is to avoid enacting them in the first 
place. To the extent possible, legislators should give the donors a tax credit valued at 100% of their 
donation to an SGO (or as close to that as politically feasible). Legislators should set the total 
amount of tax credits available statewide as high as politically feasible, and they should consider 
including automatic cap increases in legislation. The same is true of caps on the credits available 
to donors, which should be set as high as politically feasible. States with corporate income tax 
should offer both individual and corporate donors the opportunity to participate. Legislators 
can be creative about the range of taxes eligible for credits. In Florida, for example, donors are 
eligible for a dollar-for-dollar credit against corporate income taxes, alcohol excise taxes, gas 
and oil production taxes, and the insurance premium tax.19 When political realities necessitate 
lower-than-ideal caps, legislators should seek to later increase them to enable more choices.
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Obviously, statewide and individual caps will be subject to intense political negotiation, and 
proposals for expansive tax benefits will be condemned by opponents as fiscally imprudent. But 
the available evidence suggests that all parental-choice programs—especially those that lead to 
a large number of students switching from public to private schools—result in revenue savings 
because public schools spend so much more per pupil than resource outlays for private-school-
choice programs. This is especially true of scholarship tax-credit programs because the revenue 
lost by the credits is typically only a small fraction of the per-pupil expenditures in public schools.20

Low Scholarship Amounts

The amount of money provided by scholarships in most private-school-choice programs is only 
a small fraction of per-pupil funding for charter and district schools. These scholarships thus 
rarely cover private-school tuition entirely, except at the most affordable schools (almost all of 
which are faith-based—particularly Catholic—schools).

Caps on the financial benefits available through scholarship tax-credit programs are one reason 
for relatively low scholarship amounts. Not surprisingly, scholarships are, on average, lower 
in scholarship tax-credit programs than ESA and voucher programs. But even in the latter 
programs, scholarship amounts lag behind per-pupil funding in district and charter schools, 
partly because these programs tend to cap scholarships at the lesser of a fraction (typically 
80%–90%) of the state’s share of per-pupil public-school funding or tuition. In 2021, the average 
scholarship provided in scholarship tax-credit programs was $3,955, compared with $7,299 in 
voucher programs and $9,329 in ESA programs. These amounts were well below the per-pupil 
funding provided for charter schools, which, in turn, receive less than district public schools.21 
During that same year, the average per-pupil expenditure was $15,000 in district public schools, 
with charter schools typically receiving several thousand dollars less for each student, although 
there is tremendous variation between states and districts, with much higher funding in the 
Northeast and in urban school districts.22 In 2020, the New York City Department of Education 
spent $28,828 per pupil, Boston Public Schools spent $27,793, and the Washington, D.C., Public 
Schools spent $22,856.23 

According to the National Alliance for Public Charter Schools, charter schools receive, on average, 
75 cents for every dollar that the district schools receive, equivalent to just shy of $12,000 in 2018–
19, although significant variation exists between states.2 4 In contrast to schools participating in 
private-school-choice programs, charter schools in many states receive local, as well as state, 
funds (especially if they are authorized by school districts). Nine states allocate federal, state, 
and local funds to charter schools in the same way as district public schools. Additionally, many 
states provide charter schools with funding for facilities, which is not available for schools 
participating in private-school-choice programs.25

There are many explanations for why the scholarships provided in private-school-choice 
programs are lower than the per-pupil allocation for public schools. The low scholarship 
amounts in scholarship tax-credit programs likely are related to the fact that these programs 
incentivize donations to generate scholarships but—unlike ESA and voucher programs—
they do not allocate money directly for scholarships and other educational expenses. SGOs 
must fund-raise to generate scholarship dollars, and fund-raising efforts can be hampered by 
programmatic design limits.

Another reason is political: funding private-school choice at lower levels saves the state money. 
In 2018, Martin Lueken found that the per-pupil cost for all private-school-choice programs was 
only 36% of the per-pupil expenditure in district schools ($5,059, compared with $13,997). The cost 
savings were greatest for scholarship tax-credit programs and least for ESA programs (because 
they were funded at higher levels). Overall, ESAs were funded at 63% of per-pupil funding in 
district schools. Lueken estimated that private-school-choice programs through 2018 had saved 
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states $12–$28 billion.26 Cost savings are one lever for advocates to use when promoting new 
choice programs, and increasing scholarship amounts obviously reduces the effectiveness of 
that lever. However, even well-funded choice programs can still save lots of money. As Lueken 
demonstrated, even an ESA program in New York that was funded at the same level ($9,900) 
as the average per-pupil allocation of state funds for students in public schools would save both 
the state and school districts millions of dollars.27

Low scholarship amounts present several problems. First, absent additional financial assistance, 
the scholarships provided through private-school-choice programs place many private schools 
well out of the reach of many scholarship recipients. This is because the average private-school 
tuition in the U.S. is higher than the average scholarship provided by private-school-choice 
programs. In 2021, the average overall private-school tuition in the U.S. was $12,400 ($8,700 
for elementary schools and $14,500 for secondary schools). However, tuition amounts vary 
dramatically across states and across the private-school sector, with tuition at religiously affiliated 
private schools (and especially Catholic schools) dramatically lower than at secular private 
schools. In 2021, the average tuition at K–12 Catholic schools was just over $6,000, compared 
with just over $10,000 at other religious schools and $25,000 at nonsectarian private schools.28 
Not surprisingly, the vast majority of students participating in private-school-choice programs 
attend faith-based schools.

Second, as I have previously argued, low scholarship amounts may suppress participation among 
higher-performing schools for the simple reason that schools that excel academically tend to have 
higher enrollments, sounder finances, and, thus, less need for public funding. In contrast, schools 
that struggle academically are more likely to struggle financially as well. Thus, weaker schools 
may be eager to participate to shore up shaky finances. Even when high-performing schools do 
participate, they usually have fewer available seats and may be disinclined, given low funding 
levels, to expand to accommodate choice participants, many of whom need remedial academic 
assistance.29 These, of course, are generalizations. Despite low scholarship levels, many excellent 
schools participate in choice programs and embrace the challenge of remediating students who 
have fallen behind academically.30 But low scholarship amounts may play a role on the margins.

Third, while the relevant data are difficult to collect, the funding available through private-school-
choice programs appears to be insufficient to spur the development of new schools or even the 
expansion of existing ones. Instead, in most programs, private-school-choice resources tend 
to be used to fill empty seats in existing schools. Hopefully, the enactment of well-funded ESA 
programs will spur the development of new schools and new networks of schools. A promising 
recent development is the decision of the well-regarded charter network Great Hearts Academies 
to open a network of religious private classical schools, Great Hearts Christos, which aims to 
educate low- and moderate-income students using ESA funding in Arizona.31 In the short term, 
however, it is reasonable to assume that most participating students will use private-school-
choice resources to attend existing schools.

There are, to be sure, benefits to participants enrolling in existing schools, especially given 
the demonstrated track record of many faith-based schools that have educated disadvantaged 
children for decades. But as private-school choice continues to expand, there might be a scarcity 
of available seats in existing private schools in many states (and within some regions of most 
states). Arizona actually has fewer private schools (just under 450, only 77 of which are high 
schools)32 than charter schools (more than 550).33 Estimating the number of “empty seats” in 
private schools is difficult to impossible, but existing schools—especially academically excellent 
ones—do not have limitless capacity to welcome new students when public funding becomes 
available. Furthermore, not all available seats are in academically excellent schools. Hopefully, 
many weaker schools will leverage private-school-choice resources to improve academically. 
Realistically, however, the experience of public-school turnaround efforts reflects serious 
obstacles to school improvement, even when additional financial resources become available.34
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The implementation challenges posed by low scholarship amounts could easily be remedied 
with higher scholarship amounts—but that’s easier said than done, given the headwinds that 
choice advocates always face. While the enactment of relatively well-funded ESAs in Arizona,  
Arkansas, Iowa, and Utah (with per-pupil amounts over $7,500 in each state) is promising, 
increasing scholarship amounts is no easy feat, especially in light of the political and fiscal reality 
that increased funding will reduce, although not eliminate, cost savings for the state.

The question “How much is enough?” is difficult to answer in the abstract, especially given the 
vast differentials among the many relevant factors—including tuition levels at private schools 
and the financial resources needed to spur the development of new schools, both of which 
vary dramatically by region. Achieving funding parity with charter schools is one possible 
benchmark.35 After all, charter schools are always, at least technically, “new” schools, although 
they are, as mentioned, often eligible for facilities funding and—even with those funds—many 
depend heavily on philanthropic giving to cover capital expenditures and other costs. Another 
benchmark would be parity with the full share of the state’s share of per-pupil funding for 
district public schools.

Eligibility Restrictions

Almost all existing private-school-choice programs limit eligibility in one or more ways. A 
majority of programs are means-tested, with income limits ranging between 185% and 400% of 
the federal poverty level. Some means-tested programs have several levels of funding, depending 
on family income. Indiana’s voucher program has four levels of funding. Many means-tested 
programs restrict eligibility to students transferring from a failing public school or zoned for 
a failing school or school district. Other programs combine one or more of these eligibility 
limitations with others—for example, limiting eligibility to low-income students who are: (1) 
transferring from a public school; (2) beginning kindergarten or high school; (3) siblings of 
current participants; (4) in the foster-care system; (5) children of active-duty military personnel; 
or (6) bullying victims. (Before its expansion this year, students could qualify for Arizona’s 
ESA program in nine different ways.) Twenty-three programs (in 14 states) are limited to 
students with disabilities (or, in some cases, students with specific disabilities such as dyslexia 
and autism). A number of programs cap the number of participants, either limiting the total 
number of participants to some specific number of students or pegging enrollment limits to 
some percentage of total public-school enrollment.

These limitations increase the political salability of private-school choice in two ways. First, 
although the shift to universal eligibility has been a winning (or perhaps the winning) political 
strategy, advocates have historically argued that parental choice is needed for children who are 
not well served by district public schools, including economically disadvantaged students and 
students with disabilities.36 Second, caps on eligibility make programs more politically palatable 
to those worried about the fiscal effects of choice on public schools.37 Martin Lueken’s research, 
discussed previously, shows that one factor influencing the savings generated by private-school 
choice is the number of students who exit public schools for private ones when resources become 
available for them to do so. Logically, higher scholarships ought to lead to more switchers by 
reducing and, in some cases, eliminating, the differential between the available funding and 
private-school tuition costs.

But eligibility limits make choice programs less effective. Limiting the program to those who 
are transferring from a public school, for example, means that income-eligible students who 
are currently enrolled in private schools cannot participate unless their parents withdraw them 
for a year. These restrictions can generate resentment among income-eligible families that have 
already enrolled their children in private schools before choice became available. Moreover, 
studies suggest that students almost always suffer some short-term learning loss when switching 
schools, so “switching” requirements are harmful to student learning.38 Other criteria, such as 
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that a student be zoned for a failing school, can be difficult for parents as well as participating 
schools to understand and navigate. The criteria for designating districts and public schools as 
“failing” vary across states and are subject to manipulation by regulators. These designations 
fail to capture in any real way whether a given district school is failing any individual child. 
Although ESA programs theoretically provide parents with maximum flexibility, parents may 
find the accounting requirements daunting. Finally, programs targeting special-needs students 
are particularly arcane and burdensome for private-school administrators who lack experience 
with the complex regulatory apparatus of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

There has been a trend toward reducing or eliminating these eligibility restrictions. In addition to 
the universal ESA programs, several voucher programs’ income-eligibility limits now encompass 
half or more of K–12 students in a state. States have begun to adopt a variety of “on ramps” that 
bypass “switcher” requirements—for example, extending ESA or voucher eligibility to siblings 
of current recipients, to children entering kindergarten or high school, or to students who have 
previously participated in a scholarship tax-credit program.

Although this trend is encouraging, it presents a challenge. Historically, there has been tension 
between access and funding levels: expansive eligibility often has meant lower scholarship 
amounts. Moreover, programs with broad or universal eligibility have been more difficult to 
achieve politically, although more recent developments suggest that this is changing in the post-
pandemic world.

Overcoming Self-Imposed 
Implementation Hurdles
While addressing these programmatic issues would eliminate some roadblocks to the success 
of private-school-choice programs, successful implementation entails hard work on behalf 
of advocates, regulators, and private schools. Choice advocates may be tempted to declare 
victory when a program is enacted, rather than attend to the very real challenges of program 
implementation in the months and years that follow. Regulators may fail to provide parents with 
clear information about their choices (or, worse, may obfuscate or erect unnecessary hurdles 
that make it difficult for parents and schools to access available funds). And, understandably, 
private schools—having wandered in the desert without public support for so long—can be 
given to believing that all their problems are money problems and thus assume that receiving 
public funds will be tantamount to entering the promised land. This section discusses how 
shortsightedness about program implementation can result in self-imposed impediments to 
success and, conversely, what steps can be taken to unleash the potential of private-school choice.

Prioritize Academic Improvement

Over the past few decades, arguments for parental choice have been less about efficiency and more 
about opportunity. Building on the important work of Milton Friedman, who first proposed the 
idea of school vouchers in 1955, early choice proponents tended to focus on subjecting the public-
school monopoly to efficiency-enhancing competition. This argument has virtually disappeared 
from choice debates—which is unfortunate, since most studies suggest that subjecting district 
public schools to competition improves their academic performance.39

In recent decades, the central justification for private-school choice has shifted to the need to 
give disadvantaged children the chance to exit failing public schools and enroll in ones that will 
better serve them. As Howard Fuller, architect of the nation’s first modern private-school-choice 
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program, has observed, parental choice is today “more of a rescue mission than a fight for broad 
societal change.”40 Most recently, momentum for parental choice was fueled by the fact that—at 
least where they were permitted to do so—private schools resumed in-person instruction as soon 
as possible during the pandemic, while district public schools remained shuttered. Mounting 
evidence about the devastating effects of remote instruction on student learning, particularly 
for disadvantaged minority children, further supports the wisdom of policies giving parents 
educational options for their children. Tellingly, students in Catholic schools, most of which 
opened in autumn 2020, suffered almost no learning losses during the pandemic.4 1

This shift has significant implications for debates about private-school choice. If the goal of 
parental choice is rescuing kids from schools that are failing them, the natural question that 
follows is whether the programs are “working.” This question is generally translated as “Are the 
kids in these programs doing better than their public-school peers on standardized tests?” or 
“Does participating improve academic outcomes?” The answers to these questions can roughly 
be summarized as: “Usually, but not always by much.”42 Most studies of private-school-choice 
programs find positive effects on academic performance over time, as well as more significant 
longer-term effects on noncognitive variables, including high school graduation rates, college 
matriculation and persistence, and a reduced likelihood of involvement in the criminal-justice 
system.43 But some studies have found that participants actually lose ground academically, at 
least in the short term, when they transfer from public to private schools (at least as measured 
on standardized tests), leading some to conclude that school choice does not “work.”44

Parental-choice policies advance other goals, of course, including some that undoubtedly are 
more important than improving standardized test scores. In addition to the improvements in 
life outcomes and noncognitive variables, choice promotes educational pluralism, advances 
religious liberty, and subjects poorly performing district public schools to competition.

Moreover, standardized test scores clearly are only one of a range of factors influencing parents’ 
evaluations of school quality. Many parents prioritize other factors (including school culture, 
extracurricular activities, after-school care, safety, discipline, proximity, high school graduation 
rates, and a religious learning environment) when choosing their children’s schools.45 Arguably, 
all these things matter more than standardized test scores. Choice policies empower parents—
especially disadvantaged parents, who are too often ignored by the education establishment—to 
assume control over their children’s education. And when these parents do participate in choice 
programs, they overwhelmingly express satisfaction with their chosen schools.46 Similarly, the 
present debate about universal ESAs has emphasized the moral imperative of empowering 
parents—who know their children better, and love them more, than any education bureaucrat—
to take control over the formation and education of their children.

Still, there are two related reasons that choice advocates and participating schools should resist the 
temptation to downplay or dismiss disappointing test scores. The first reason is that proponents 
of parental choice themselves regularly place distressing achievement-test results—especially 
among disadvantaged students attending public schools—front and center in debates about 
parental choice. And they are right to do so. While standardized tests are blunt instruments, 
they do (more or less) measure what they set out to measure, which is the level of academic 
achievement in basic subjects among test takers. Our failure to help disadvantaged kids reach 
even basic proficiency levels is a national disgrace.

The recently released results of the latest National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 
found that students experienced historical learning losses in both reading and math during the 
recent pandemic. Fourth-grade math proficiency levels declined from 34% to 26% nationwide 
between 2019 and 2022. In Detroit, math proficiency levels declined among fourth-graders from 
6% to 3% during the same period.47 These results followed a new report finding that the national 
average composite score on the ACT for the class of 2022 was the lowest in 30 years, with 42% of 
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test takers not meeting the college-readiness benchmark in any of the four test areas.48 A recent 
study by Harvard’s Center for Education Policy Research found that disadvantaged students 
experienced the largest learning losses during the pandemic, partly because they were more 
likely to attend a school remotely for longer.49

There are, to be sure, disputes about whether a given test appropriately defines what it means to 
be “proficient.” In almost all cases, academic growth is a better measure of the academic quality 
of a school than proficiency levels. However it is measured, the achievement levels of our most 
vulnerable children are, in far too many cases, shockingly low. Addressing these deficiencies is 
a moral imperative.

The second reason that test scores matter is related to the first: in the same political debates about 
parental choice, opponents tout studies finding that students in parental-choice programs barely 
outperform (or, in some cases, fail to outperform) their public-school peers on standardized 
tests as proof that these programs do not “work.” This is ironic, of course. In other contexts, 
public-school advocates tend to downplay or dismiss as irrelevant discussions of abysmal test 
scores. But they trumpet disappointing results in a handful of studies as definitive evidence that 
private-school choice is a fool’s errand that diverts needed resources away from public-school 
students.50 In parental-choice debates, bad news is always bad news.

One possible explanation for these disappointing results has to do with program design. Some 
of the eligibility limits discussed previously—for example, means-testing and failing-school 
requirements—result in participating students falling behind academically before enrolling 
in private school, at which point they need substantial remediation. Moreover, most studies 
focus on school-choice programs that require the administration of state exams as a condition 
of program participation, which allows for easier comparison with public schools. But only a 
handful of programs meet this condition: although many states require participating private 
schools to administer some evidence-based standardized assessment, they usually do not have 
to administer the same test as district and charter schools. In most states, therefore, comparing 
the performance of choice-participants with their public-school peers is difficult, although not 
impossible.5 1

Many private schools choose to administer “norm-referenced” tests, which compare students’ 
performance against that of their peers, reporting relatively straightforward percentile scores. 
In contrast, most state accountability regimes continued to rely on “criterion-referenced” exams, 
designed to measure whether students have achieved “proficiency” in certain state-determined 
learning goals. Only one program—Indiana’s voucher program—requires participating schools to 
administer the state test to all students. A few other programs—for example, voucher programs 
in Louisiana and Wisconsin—require participating schools to administer the state test, but only 
to students participating in the program. In these states, there is likely incongruence between 
the school’s curriculum and the tested content, resulting in the program participants being 
unprepared for, or unfamiliar with, the test material. One study determined that the negative 
achievement effects of the Louisiana voucher program, initially, were about twice as large in 
grades in which the state test is heavily aligned with the public-school curriculum, compared 
with grades in which the test is only lightly aligned.52 This is one reason that, as I have previously 
argued, states should give participating schools flexibility to choose from a range of testing 
options to satisfy accountability requirements.53

Participating schools clearly can and should do more to ensure academic improvement. Intense 
remediation efforts for students who struggle academically, especially in the post-pandemic era, 
often will be necessary. School closures led many students in district and charter schools to fall 
behind—in some cases, dramatically behind—in the last two years. The need for remediation 
is likely to be particularly acute for students transferring from schools engaged in prolonged 
remote learning—including many urban public schools—to a school where most of the students 
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returned to in-person instruction early, as in many private and religious schools. The most 
recent NAEP scores found that students in Catholic schools suffered almost no Covid-related 
learning losses, with the exception of eighth-grade math (where Catholic-school students fell 
behind, but far less so than their public-school peers).54

It is also important for participating schools to address their own academic limitations. Many 
excellent schools participate in private-school-choice programs, but many struggle academically. 
There is a substantial literature on the challenges of improving the performance of academically 
weak schools in the public sector, much of which suggests that successful school turnarounds 
require Herculean effort. Private schools likely have fewer institutional impediments to change 
than district public schools (for example, unionized teaching forces and large bureaucracies) 
but may still resist needed reforms. Unfortunately, many private-school administrators assume 
that their problems are primarily financial, not academic, and thus believe that school-choice 
program funding will be a panacea.

Private-school teachers and administrators are not immune from the natural tendency to resist 
self-reflection about their own limitations and to overestimate the quality of their academic 
programs. This is one reason that it is important to increase scholarship amounts to levels that 
are sufficient to incentivize the creation of new schools. New schools face many challenges, but 
entrenched institutional impediments to academic improvement are not among them.55 Indeed, 
one reason for the apparent academic successes of charter schools,56 especially those serving 
disadvantaged children, is that all charter schools are, at least technically, new schools.5 7 But 
most students participating in private-school-choice programs will enroll in existing schools, 
so attention to academic achievement in these schools is an imperative.

Embrace Transparency

I have previously written about the need for regulators to encourage better and more transparent 
access to information about the quality of private schools participating in private-school-choice 
programs.58 Information about charter schools and district schools is far more readily accessible 
to parents than information about private schools participating in parental-choice programs 
because federal law requires states to administer the same standardized test to all district and 
charter schools and to report the results of these assessments, along with other measures of 
school quality, in a uniform school “report card.”

In contrast, only three states require schools participating in private-school-choice programs 
to administer the state assessment and report the results. Indiana subjects all private schools 
participating in the state’s voucher program—but not those in the scholarship tax-credit 
program—to the same academic accountability measures as district schools and charter schools. 
That is, they must administer the state assessment, which forms the foundation of an A–F 
grade, along with several other measures, including growth. Louisiana and Wisconsin require 
schools participating in voucher programs to administer state tests to voucher recipients but 
not to students who are enrolled but do not receive vouchers. In the past, Ohio had the same 
requirement, but a recent reform gave participating schools the option of using a range of tests 
to satisfy accountability requirements. These states also make the test results publicly available. 
However, because only a subset of students are tested, the results provide an incomplete, and 
perhaps inaccurate, snapshot of school quality. While most states require that schools participating 
in private-school-choice programs administer some evidence-based standardized assessment, 
not all require schools to make these results publicly available. And those that require reporting 
do not necessarily provide a central access point for these data. Some programs do not require 
participating schools to administer standardized tests at all.59
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Many private schools have a strong aversion to transparency when it comes to releasing test-
score results. One survey of private schools in parental-choice states found that 21% of the 
nonparticipating schools cited mandatory disclosure of test results as a factor in their decision.60 
Undoubtedly, some are motivated by legitimate concerns, including the belief that standardized 
test results are less important than moral and character formation. Other schools may resist 
reporting results because the results are disappointing.

But private schools should overcome their resistance to transparently reporting information 
about their students’ academic performance. Private schools increasingly participate in complex 
educational markets where parents choose, and are being empowered by education policy to 
choose, from a range of educational options, public and private. This is especially true in states 
with private-school-choice programs, where disadvantaged parents can now consider private 
schools in addition to district and charter schools.

As parents become more accustomed to making these educational decisions, they will naturally 
seek information about the options available to their children. Not all parents prioritize, or care 
about, test scores. But many, if not most, parents who are newly empowered to choose a school 
for their child will at least want to have access to information about test scores. That information 
is already publicly available for district and charter schools. If private schools make it impossible 
or even simply difficult to access—say, by making it available only when parents explicitly ask 
for it—some will eschew private schools altogether.

Failing to embrace transparency about academic achievement may also result in regulators 
subjecting participating private schools to requirements that they find more objectionable, such 
as compliance with the entire suite of accountability regulations imposed on district and charter 
schools. Regulators should resist the temptation to sweep private schools participating in choice 
programs into state accountability regimes—if for no other reason than to avoid discouraging 
some private schools from participating in choice programs. Most private schools have good 
reasons for choosing not to administer state exams. Some believe that nationally normed tests 
provide a better picture of student performance. Others worry that testing mandates will force 
them to align their curricular content with state exams, which may unduly constrain their ability 
to innovate and differentiate themselves from other schools.

I have previously argued that a compromise position would be for regulators to permit private 
schools participating in choice programs to administer the researched-based testing regime 
of their choice but require them to publicly report results—ideally, for all children enrolled 
in their school and not only those participating in the choice program. While several testing 
regimes complicate comparisons across sectors and among private schools, even this level of 
transparency will give parents far more information than is currently available publicly, while 
preserving schools’ curricular autonomy. But private schools should not wait for regulators 
to mandate transparency; they can and should freely share information about their students’ 
performance voluntarily, along with information about a range of other indicators of school 
quality that matter to parents choosing schools.

Where such information is available, the state should collect it and share it publicly on an easily 
navigated website—and legislators should adequately fund these reporting efforts. Adequate 
funding for these efforts is important because, especially given the academic challenges facing 
many program participants, student growth (rather than proficiency) is often a better measure of 
school quality. Short of public reporting, and in states where resistance to government collection 
and dissemination of information about school-level performance prevents public reporting, 
states can make school-level reporting voluntary and adequately fund needed statistical support. 
Private websites such as GreatSchools.org can partially fill the gap by encouraging private schools 
to voluntarily report achievement data. Access to this information will increase the likelihood 
that private-school-choice programs will succeed, by giving parents the information that they 
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need in order to decide whether to choose a private school over other available options and by 
encouraging healthy competition within the private-school sector and among district, charter, 
and private schools.

Concentrate Fund-Raising Efforts in Fewer SGOs

I have previously discussed design features of Florida’s scholarship tax-credit program that 
contribute to its success. But there is another reason the program has flourished, independent 
of program design. A single SGO—Step Up for Students—captures nearly all the available tax 
benefits early in the year and then provides scholarships to students to attend a wide range 
of schools throughout the state.61 Step Up for Students, in other words, operates much like a 
privately operated statewide voucher program. It provides a single point of contact for schools 
as well as students interested in taking advantage of school choice in Florida and guarantees 
that scholarships follow children when they transfer from one school to another.

In other states, several SGOs compete for donations. While many states have 10 or fewer SGOs—
currently, Arkansas has 2; Indiana, Oklahoma, and Rhode Island have 6 each; Alabama and 
Illinois have 7 each; Ohio has 8; and Kansas has 10—some states have dozens, if not hundreds. 
Arizona has more than 50,62 and Pennsylvania has 226.63 The proliferation of SGOs is, in some 
cases, the result of program design. States that require SGOs to spend a greater proportion of 
donations on scholarships tend to have fewer SGOs than states that require SGOs to spend 
less. This is because SGOs in the latter states have more money to spend on administrative 
overhead and less incentive to combine forces than those in the former. Tellingly, the state with 
the greatest number of SGOs (Pennsylvania) is also the state that requires SGOs to spend the 
lowest proportion of donations—only 80%—on scholarships. In contrast, Florida allows SGOs 
to expend only 3% of donations on operating expenses.64

The proliferation of SGOs also results from the understandable impulse to focus donations and 
their impact on a single school, set of schools, or type of religious schools. After all, schools and 
school operators—for example, a Catholic diocese or archdiocese—may be naturally hesitant 
to “share” the resources that they raise through scholarship tax-credit programs with other 
schools (including their competitors). Donors with ties to particular schools or school systems 
understandably may prefer to donate only to those schools. Catholic donors understandably 
may want to ensure that their donations go to fund scholarships for students enrolled in Catholic 
schools; Jewish donors may wish to support students in Jewish day schools; and so on.

The proliferation of SGOs competing for taxpayer donations dilutes the impact of scholarship 
tax-credit programs. To begin, some percentage of resources raised by each SGO necessarily will 
go to overhead, leaving less to be spent on scholarships. Because the total pot of money available 
is almost always capped, more SGOs means more resources going to overhead and less going 
to scholarships. There also is a risk that elite schools with ties to wealthier, more sophisticated, 
donors may capture a share of the available tax benefits that is disproportionate to the number 
of participants whom they serve. Moreover, spreading the available scholarship resources 
among several SGOs makes programs more difficult for qualifying parents to understand 
and navigate, since there is no single point of contact providing information about available 
scholarship resources. In many states, scholarships made available to attend one school may 
not be portable if parents wish to transfer their children to a new school. (Many, but not all, 
scholarship tax-credit programs require SGOs to provide scholarships to more than one school, 
and some prohibit them from directing contributions to scholarships at a particular school, but 
these restrictions do not ensure portability.)

Only one state—Montana—limits the number of SGOs that can operate (to one). Such a 
limitation seems unwise for a variety of reasons, including the risk that the designated SGO will 
underperform—at both fund-raising and scholarship distribution—if it does not face the risk 

https://www.stepupforstudents.org/
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of being displaced by a new entrant. Additionally, pluralism among SGOs (for example, those 
focusing on one region or type of school) may be a good thing, in some cases. No one can say 
for sure what the optimal number of SGOs in a state is. However, legislatures can and should 
limit the proliferation of SGOs by placing strict limits on the amount of donation revenue that 
can be retained from year to year and spent on overhead rather than scholarships. Florida’s 3% 
cap is a good target. SGOs should be required to provide scholarships to several schools and 
to make scholarships portable, at least during the academic year.

Develop New Private-School Management Organizations

In the charter-school sector, the rise of nonprofit charter management organizations (CMOs) 
has fueled the growth of, and academic achievement in, charter schools. Currently, about 30% 
of charter schools are managed by a CMO, and an additional 9% are managed by for-profit 
educational management organizations (EMOs).65 (Not all states allow the latter, which have 
been the subject of substantial criticism.) The available evidence suggests that charter schools 
operated by CMOs outperform, on average, stand-alone charter schools.66 CMOs intentionally 
formed to educate the most disadvantaged students, and some appear to have cracked the 
achievement-gap code: KIPP, Achievement First, and Success Academies67 are perhaps best 
known. Other CMOs have a proven track record at establishing high-quality classical schools 
(e.g., Great Hearts Academies)68 and STEM-focused schools (e.g., BASIS).69

Private schools participating in choice programs should consider emulating their charter-school 
counterparts by forming independent private-school management organizations (PSMOs). 
Currently, only a few PSMOs exist. The Partnership Schools operate 11 Catholic schools serving 
nearly 3,500 children in New York City and Cleveland (the latter of which primarily educate 
students receiving vouchers);70 the Independence Mission Schools operate 14 Catholic schools 
serving 4,000 students and participate in Pennsylvania’s scholarship tax-credit programs;7 1 and 
the Seton Catholic Schools operate 11 schools serving 2,500 students,72 most of whom participate 
in the Milwaukee Parental Choice program; the LUMIN Schools operate eight Lutheran schools 
serving 1,400 children who participate in the same program;73 and the HOPE Christian Schools 
operate six schools serving 3,500 children who receive public funds through the Milwaukee and 
Racine Parental Choice Programs in Wisconsin.74

PSMOs are distinct from other types of private-school organizations, such as religious organizations 
that provide broad oversight (diocesan Catholic schools) or looser networks of schools with 
similar educational programs or philosophies (Cristo Rey Network).75 Unlike those organizations, 
PSMOs control the day-to-day operation of the schools. As Andy Smarick and his coauthors have 
argued, the growth of PSMOs, like the growth of CMOs, represents an important opportunity for 
private schools to maximize the potential of choice programs by pooling resources and engaging 
in focused investment.76 Learning more about how existing PSMOs operate and developing 
new PSMOs that replicate existing successes is important for parental-choice advocates eager 
to ensure the success of existing and new programs.

The development of high-performing PSMOs ought to be a priority for the philanthropic efforts 
of donors to private schools and, more broadly, those interested in expanding the number of 
high-quality schools serving disadvantaged children. Here, again, there are lessons to be learned 
from the charter sector, especially from the success of “venture philanthropy” efforts like the 
Charter School Growth Fund and New Schools Venture Fund, which have fueled the growth of 
high-performing charter-school networks. Currently, there is at least one venture philanthropy 
endeavor—the Drexel Fund—engaged in efforts to support private schools participating in 
private-school-choice programs, although the organization has thus far focused primarily on 
funding new individual schools.7 7 States might consider incentivizing the formation and growth 
of networks of high-performing private schools through competitive grant programs, as states 
and the federal government do to incentivize the replication of high-performing charter schools.

https://imsphila.org/
https://www.setoncatholicschools.com/
https://www.luminschools.org/
https://www.hopeschools.org/
http://drexelfund.org
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Invest in Informing Parents About Their Choices

As parental-choice opportunities continue to expand, the need to provide parents with 
information—about the choices available to their children across several educational sectors 
and about how to access their school-choice options—becomes all the more important. Many, 
if not most, parents of school-age children grew up in a world without school choice. As such, 
they may continue to assume that the default option—the district public school geographically 
assigned to their child—is the only option. Even those aware of other options may find themselves 
overwhelmed by an increasingly dizzying array: open enrollment, interdistrict choice, magnet 
schools, charter schools, and private-school choice.

Understanding the landscape of private-school choice (especially in states with several programs) 
can be daunting for parents. Vouchers are the most easily accessible choice mechanism, since 
the publicly funded scholarship automatically follows the child upon enrollment at a qualifying 
school. ESA funding for private-school tuition functions similarly to a voucher. Parents seeking 
to use ESA funds for expenses other than tuition face different challenges. While ESA programs 
provide maximum flexibility, even well-educated parents may find the record-keeping required 
as a condition of participation frustrating. Parents with less formal education may find it nearly 
impossible. Helping parents navigate and access the scholarships generated in scholarship tax-
credit programs (or even informing them that such scholarships are available) is the most 
challenging, since typically parents do not find out about them until they seek to enroll their 
child in a private school. This is one reason that developing SGOs that provide scholarships 
across the private-school sector, such as Florida’s Step Up for Students and Empower Illinois, 
is so important.

While providing parents with information about educational options ought to be a priority for 
education reform generally, it is of paramount importance for private-school-choice advocates. 
Parents may be unaware of the district- and charter-school options available to their children; 
but once they become aware of them, these options are free and the funding allocated for them 
automatically follows the children to the school of their choice. This is not necessarily the case 
in private-school-choice programs. Voucher and ESA funds “follow the child” to the school of 
their choice; but typically, parents must apply to participate in the program and also to enroll in 
their chosen school. Moreover, the scholarships provided do not always cover tuition expenses. 
This problem is worse in most scholarship tax-credit programs, which typically provide lower 
scholarships than voucher and ESA programs. Parents without the financial ability to cover 
the difference between the private-school-choice funds available and tuition may be unaware 
of privately funded scholarship opportunities that could enable them to enroll their children 
in private schools.

Regulators implementing school-choice programs can and should take steps to address these 
informational challenges. As discussed previously, state departments of education should ensure 
that their websites not only collect information about available school-choice options, public 
and private, but ensure that regulators have sufficient funding to do so. These websites should 
include information about all publicly funded school-choice options, including private-school-
choice programs, as well as information about academic quality where available. The Ohio 
Department of Education’s “Ohio School Options” website is an exemplar. In states with ESAs, 
regulators should take care to employ user-friendly systems for keeping track of educational 
expenses. Several such systems are currently available, including ClassWallet, which has been 
the early-adoption option for several states with ESAs, and newer entrants: Odyssey and Merit.78

Private organizations can and should do more to invest in informing parents about their school-
choice options. Many state-level private-school-choice advocacy groups have begun to do so, 
developing websites that inform parents about their scholarship options. A good example is the 
Indiana-based Institute for Quality Education’s “My School Options” website.79 Some SGOs, 
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including Step Up for Students, do so as well. Most of these efforts focus exclusively on the private-
school-choice landscape, to the exclusion of charter- and district-school options. EdChoice’s 
website includes detailed information about private-choice programs, including an eligibility 
calculator for every program in the country.80 Promisingly, the number of organizations that 
provide cross-sector information for parents appears to be on the rise. More can and should be 
done to engage in cross-sector cooperation. For example, the nonprofit Families Empowered not 
only provides online information for parents about their schooling options in Arizona and Texas 
but also offers individualized counseling to help parents navigate the options. Some advocates 
argue that new parental-choice legislation should include funding for “parent navigators” to 
help families understand their options, apply to participate in parental-choice programs, and 
assist them in finding and enrolling in schools. Private philanthropy could also support these 
efforts.81 Such efforts are promising, provided that the counselors engage in informative—rather 
than prescriptive—advising, taking care to respect parents’ ultimate decision about what is best 
for their children.

Conclusion
This is an opportune time to devote careful attention to the implementation issues discussed 
in this report. Parental-choice proponents have many reasons for optimism, as more states 
seem poised to enact more expansive programs than imaginable even a few years ago. Over 
the 30-plus years since Wisconsin enacted the first modern voucher program in 1990, private-
school choice has steadily gained momentum. Parental choice has undisputedly made the leap 
from the margins to the mainstream. All, most, or many students are now eligible to participate 
in private-school-choice programs in several states, and several more states seem poised to join 
this expansive parental-choice roster. As they do, getting the implementation question right—
both before and after programs are enacted—will be critical to the success of individual programs 
and to the future success of the private-school-choice movement more broadly.
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